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The contributions in this volume provide discussion and analysis of the new business 
model for e-book acquisitions, its current status, and its future. Rick Lugg introduces 
into the theme stating that the PDA model came up as a strategy for ebooks 
acquisitions. Compared with print books ebooks produce some management costs 
too, but they definitively have no need for space (p.9) and make more room for 
readers. The library imports bibliographic records into its catalogue at no cost. When 
patrons find a book record in the library catalogue they would like to consult, a short-
term loan (STL) for browsing can allow them to borrow the book, and the transaction 
charge to the library will be a 5-15 percentage of the list price. Typically, depending 
on different models of purchase “triggers”, a library will automatically buy the book on 
a third or fourth use, depending to contract with the supplier. 
In applying the model, libraries buy books “just in time” when they are needed, 
instead of buying “just in case” following subject specialist’s expertise. PDA is used 
as synonym for ‘demand-driven acquisitions’ model, ‘patron initiated purchase’, ‘user-
driven collection’ or ‘evidence-based ebooks selection’. However, if one understands 
PDA  as system, where the decision on books’ purchase is driven mainly by demand 
from patrons, rather than subject specialists of libraries, one must state, that the 
model is not as new, as it seems if looked at it in the narrow way of an acquisitions 
model for ebooks. User’s suggestions for books, the statistical analysis of titles 
requested via interlibrary loan are and have always been traditional methods for 
libraries to consider the users’ needs for their collection development, but printed 
PDA was too slow to “stimulate widespread uptake”. (p.12) The PDA in the new way 
of understanding it, is the aggregators’ or suppliers’ offer to provide the library with a 
huge collection of ebook titles for its catalogue for free. The library buys or leases 
parts of the ebooks when they have been “triggered” by patron’s selection and 
usage. Collecting for the ages is replaced by collecting for the moment. (p.17). Hathi 
Trust and shared print archives will have to guarantee for future content security. (p. 
21). Bob Nardini describes the history of collection building tools from approval plans 



in the seventies, the circulation as measure of value of books, with upcoming internet 
and students becoming oriented toward the web, the digitization activities of the 
libraries and the shift from the “just in case” to “just in time” acquisition (p.29) with 
PDA models. Although he agrees that ebooks are the perfect medium for demand-
driven-acquisition (p. 35), he mentions some of the drawbacks too, e.g. the 
preservation of ebooks or some academic users still favouring print, when both 
formats are available. (p.33). Best practices with different PDA models for print and 
electronic monographs are described by Michael Levine-Clark. For print they used 
their approval vendor YBP Library Services, and EBL for PDA, loading bibliographic 
data from both suppliers into their catalogue. (p. 47) He criticises that up to now, only 
17% of front list titles from academic bookselling industry publishers are available as 
ebooks (p.52). The library of the University of Denver developed different rules of 
maintaining titles in the catalogue (e.g. humanities and used ebooks longer).  
Kari Paulson describes from EBL’s perspective, how PDA was invented in Australia 
and states, that apart from Netherlands and Scandinavia, the Demand-Driven Model 
has been slower to catch in Europe up to now. This is from my German experience 
not surprising, as publishers who provide new titles in other languages than English, 
have a smaller market and are therefore more reluctant on unpredictable PDA 
models for marketing ebooks, as overall revenues in competition to print versions 
might drop. 
 
Interesting in terms of international librarianship is the possibility for small or newly 
built library collections to provide a much larger collection of books to patrons at a 
small fraction of what it would cost a library to put every item on its shelves, as Rex 
Steiner and Ron Berry demonstrate in their chapter “Building New Libraries on the 
International Stage: The Near and Middle East” (p. 79ff). Print books require care for 
preservation in humid climate and libraries risk losses in conflict wars, there are no 
ILL networks in the region and customs process cost money and energy. Ebooks 
selected by patrons, including a rush order account with Amazon or Barnes and 
Noble, seemed the ideal way to offer a huge collection to the students of the newly 
built academic libraries in Azerbaijan and Abu Dhabi. A School library (reported by 
Tom Corbett) uses Kindles and Amazon ebooks content for student’s recreation and 
EBL for non fiction information material. However, aggregators lack “age-appropriate 
content from vendors” (p. 103). Publishers fear that the browse period some 
aggregators allow will leave the publisher without having made a benefit. Users might 
find the quotation needed for their homework within the five minutes time period 
allowed without paying for it. (p. 110) Sword argues against it that the impact factor of 
a book cited rises with the amount of entries in the different library catalogues 
(p.111f). “Although it is commercial, PDA is a viable way to democratize information.” 
(p. 112) To my understanding, it is a drawback for libraries, that some publishers are 
only willing to give away their ebooks in an aggregator’s PDA model some time after 
publication, when the expected amount of copies have been sold as part of the 
publisher’s ebook packages anyway. Some publishers (deGruyter , Elsevier, 
Cambridge University Press e.g.) have established their own PDA offerings to 
analyse the usage statistics of their ebooks in libraries for business purposes. “A next 
step beyond PDA (…) could easily be ways that allow patrons or libraries, to rent by 
the chapter or the page.” (p. 115) Sue Polanka, well known moderator from her blog 
http://www.libraries.wright.edu/noshelfrequired/about/ and PDA expert and Emilie 
Delquié start with the history of the first NetLibrary PDA model for a shared ebook 
collection of Colorado Alliance of Research Libraries in 1999, adapting the idea of 
database consortia to ebooks. The model failed in 2006 because of its unflexible 



paradigms. The authors then compare features of four patron-driven approaches 
(NetLibrary, MyiLibrary, EBL, and ebary) (p 119ff) and one gets the very impression 
that they know what they are talking about. Their analysis is precise and a good 
guide to librarians. German colleagues might miss the PDA model of Ciando 
becoming popular for its ebook content in German. Doug Way and Julie Garrison 
analyse statistics of PDA and other ebook acquisition models and come to the 
conclusion that PDA can achieve significant cost savings, if the library offers more 
access through loans instead of purchases. The Grand Valley State University 
Libraries decided to raise the number of short term loans required to trigger an auto-
purchase to a fifth loan. (p. 152) Dennis Dillon shows how budgeting calculation of 
the PDA risk pool was done at Austin Texas University Library (p. 164f) and 
emphasises the need for cost monitoring. David Swords states from the aggregators’ 
point of view the importance of STLs (with costs of $8-9) in how a PDA budget plays 
out (p. 178), with libraries admitting 5, 6 or 7 STLs before purchase (p. 185). Dennis 
Dillon demands finally that lessening digital rights management restrictions will be as 
critical to future success as will “the ability (…) to allow downloading to the growing 
multitude of mobile devices”. (p. 193) 
One might have expected more detailed descriptions of handling duplicates, of 
generally organising the library’s workflow with different acquisition models, 
nonetheless, the book on all aspects of Patron-Driven-Acquisitions is a “must read” 
for librarians and publishers. It was published both in print and as ebook as 
contribution to the Current Topics in Library and Information Practice series. 
 
(by Regine Schmolling, State and University Library Bremen, Germany, IFLA ACD 
Section Officer) 


